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Abstract—Skip list (skiplist) is a competitive index structure that offers superior concurrency and excellent performance but with high

memory overhead and low access locality. Emerging persistent memory (PM) technologies present an opportunity to mitigate the

capacity constraint of DRAM. However, data consistency on PM typically results in excessive write overhead. In addition, fast

concurrent access to an index is critical to the throughput on high-end contemporary computer systems. In this article, we propose a

Partitioned HierArchical SkiplisTcalled PHAST, which can simultaneously reduce the skiplist height and improve its access locality,

through its hierarchy of component structures, while enabling fast parallel recovery in case of failure. To ensure high concurrency and

fast data consistency, we also have developed writelock-free concurrent insert and log-free atomic split. Furthermore, we have

developed a durable lock-free concurrent search that can discern transient structural inconsistencies and deliver highly concurrent read

operations. We have conducted an extensive evaluation of PHASTcompared to state-of-the-art studies such as NV-Skiplist, wB+-Tree,

FPTree, and FAST-FAIR. Our evaluation results show PHASToutperforms other indexing structures by up to 4.05� and 2.87� in single-

threaded inserts and searches, and 1.56� and 2.62� in concurrent inserts and searches.

Index Terms—Skiplist, persistent memory, concurrency

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

EFFICIENT indexing technologies are essential to the orga-
nization and operation of large-scale storage systems for

them to meet the critical needs of search engines, social net-
works, and online media stores [1], [2]. For example, log-
structured merge trees [3] are popularly leveraged for key-
value stores because of their benefits to block-oriented disk
devices. In addition, B+ tree and its derivatives [4] have
been very popular for disk-based file and database sys-
tems [5], [6] because of their strengths in achieving high fan-
out, balanced tree height, and efficient performance with
minimized random disk seeks. On the other hand, indexing
structures that can cause more random accesses such as
hash tables [7] and skiplists [8] are typically employed in
the volatile cache and memory systems that are smaller in
volume but support fast random accesses.

Emerging persistent memory (PM) technologies such as
Phase Change Memory (PCM) [9], Memristor [10], and 3D
XPoint [11] have greatly changed the landscape of memory

and storage systems. They provide not only high perfor-
mance close to DRAM, but also data persistence with high-
density and low power consumption [12]. As a result, PM is
popularly used in various real-world applications, such as
Redis [13], Memcached [14], and AI-based decision sys-
tems [15]. Many research studies have been undertaken to
take advantage of persistent memory technologies in data-
intensive indexing structures, such as B+ trees [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20], hash tables [19], [21].

Compared to B+ trees and hash tables, the skiplist is a
strong contender for fast indexing. As a probabilistic linked-
list based indexing structure, skiplist achieves its excellent
performance and superior concurrency through additional
layers of pointerswithout incurring frequent balancing oper-
ations. It is widely used in large-scale databases [22] and key-
value stores [1], [23], [24]. However, the additional layers of
pointers required by skiplists lead to high memory overhead
and low access locality.

PM technologies present an opportunity for skiplist with
their large capacity and DRAM-like performance. However,
due to the hardware characteristics of the PM device and
the structural features of the skiplist, directly integrating the
skiplist and the PM device would be inefficient. There are
several challenges in designing a PM-based skiplist.

A major challenge is that the skiplist may suffer from
high random access overhead in PM. The traditional skiplist
stores only one item in each node. This design yields a low
data access locality and causes a large number of small-
sized random data accesses during the indexing of a given
item. However, the physical media access granularity in PM
is 256 bytes, implying small-sized random accesses can lead
to poor performance because of the read or write amplifica-
tion [25]. To address this issue, this paper proposes a Parti-
tioned HierArchical skiplisT, PHAST, for fast indexing of
skiplist in PM (Section 3). The idea of PHAST is to place the
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inner nodes in DRAM and the leaf node in PM to reduce the
number of random accesses to PM. Besides, PHAST aug-
ments the access locality by grouping KV pairs into one
node to further reduce random PM accesses.

While the grouping of items can improve access locality, it
brings an additional concurrency control overhead com-
pared to traditional skiplists because multiple threads will
concurrently access the same node. One classic approach is
to use a per-node lock to serialize concurrent operations, like
in FAST&FAIR [26] and FPTree [18]. However, the coarse-
grained lock mechanism introduces extra waiting overhead
when concurrent threads update the same nodes. Multi-Ver-
sion Concurrency Control (MVCC) is another strategy for
thread-safe concurrent indexing operations, but it is not
practical for PM due to the high space consumption and gar-
bage collection overhead. To address this challenge, PHAST
introduces a relaxed RWLock-based concurrency control
mechanism (Section 4), which supports writelock-free inser-
tion and lock-free search to access the same nodes simulta-
neouslywithout causing data inconsistency.

Furthermore, the skiplist suffers from high write over-
head for data consistency in PM. Out-of-order writes to PM
can cause data inconsistency when system crashes. To
ensure data consistency, the persistent skiplist needs to use
cache line flush (e.g., CLFLUSH, CLFLUSHOPT, CLWB)
and memory fence (e.g., MFENCE, SFENCE) instructions to
persist data to the PM. These instructions introduce addi-
tional write overhead. To tackle this issue, PHAST adopts
writelock-free concurrent insert (Section 4.1) and log-free
atomic in-place split (Section 4.2), which support write oper-
ations without resorting to costly data logging and copy-on-
write (COW) strategies.

We have compared PHAST to recent indexing structures
including NV-Skiplist [27], wB+-Tree [16], FPTree [18], and
FAST-FAIR [26]. Our results show that PHAST has a better
performance in both single-threaded and multi-threaded
tests. PHAST outperforms other indexing structures by 1.33�
to 4.05� in single-threaded inserts and 1.22� to 2.87� in sin-
gle-threaded searches. For concurrency operations, PHAST
outperforms FAST-FAIR by up to 1.56�, 2.62�, and 1.59� in
inserts, searches, andmixed inserts/searches workloads.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Persistent Memory

Persistent memory is non-volatile and byte-addressable
while providing the DRAM-like performance. With the
release of Optane DCPMM [28], PM device is popularly used
in various fields, such as file system [29], [30], transaction
processing [31], [32], and indexing structures [20], [33]. Dif-
ferent from traditional disks, PM communicates with the
memory controller in the cache line granularity (i.e., 64
bytes), while the physical media access granularity in PM is
256 bytes. Thus, the data transmission between CPU cache
and PM will result in I/O amplification due to the mis-
matched sizes in different hardware layers. Besides, out-of-
order writes to PM can cause data inconsistency when the
system crashes. To ensure data consistency, memory write
operations are typically followed by a cache line flush
instruction to explicitly flush dirty cache lines and amemory
fence instruction to avoid the instruction reordering.

To show the performance difference between PM and
DRAM, we evaluate their real performance with a micro
benchmark using 32 threads and a 64-byte access size in our
experimental platform (Section 5.1). As shown in Table 1,
the maximal read bandwidth of PM is 11 GB/s and the max-
imal write bandwidth is 2.3 GB/s, which are 5� and 8�
lower than that of DRAM. In addition, different from
DRAM, PM suffers from about 3� higher read/write
latency for random accesses than sequential accesses. As a
result, it is critical for PM-based indexes to carefully con-
sider the characteristics of PM.

2.2 Skiplist Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, a skiplist is a hierarchical data structure
composed of multiple layers of linked lists. While the bot-
tom layer is the largest and holds all items in the list, other
layers are probabilistically constructed by adding additional
forward pointers to an item. A node from one layer has a
probability of p (12 in our design) to be chosen to be part of
the adjacent higher layer. The height of a node is deter-
mined by the number of its forward pointers. Thus a skiplist
of n items will consist of logðnÞ layers, i.e., a height of logðnÞ,
with an extra storage for n=ð1� pÞ forward pointers.
Through these layers of forward pointers, a skiplist sup-
ports fast search performance while the bottom-level linked
list allows fast concurrent insertion and modification with-
out inflicting complex rebalancing operations like B-trees.
Most common operations will have an average complexity
of 1

p logðnÞ, i.e., OðlogðnÞÞ. A thorough treatment on skiplist
is available in the literature [8].

2.3 Challenges for in-PM Skiplist

PM has its characteristics such as the requirement of persis-
tent instructions, the access size of 256 bytes, and the favor
of sequential accesses. However, the idiosyncrasy of skip-
list, such as layers of links, individual nodes, and point
chasing, can not fully match the features of PM. Therefore,
directly integrating a skiplist and the PM faces the following
challenges.

High RandomAccess Overhead.Recent works [25], [34] have
revealed that PM has poor performance for accesses with
low locality, i.e., random accesses. To verify this, we test the
latency of PM with 32 threads under sequential and random
access patterns at the request size of 64 bytes in our experi-
mental platform. Fig. 2a shows that PM delivers about 3�
higher latency for random accesses than sequential accesses
for both reads and writes. As each node in traditional skip-
lists only has one item, a large skiplist requires multiple
layers to hold all the items. The read and write operations
have to travel many layers of forwarding pointers, resulting

TABLE 1
Bandwidth and Latency of DRAM and PMWith 32-Thread Tests

Bandwidth (GB/s) Latency (ns)

Read Write Read Write

Seq Rnd Seq Rnd Seq Rnd Seq Rnd

DRAM 63.9 11.1 18.5 13.4 30 172 103 142
PM 11.0 2.9 2.3 0.8 172 635 847 2559
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in low data access locality. Consequently, the PM-resident
skiplist would suffer from a longer access latency than the
DRAM-resident one [20], [35]. To address this issue, a com-
mon approach is grouping multiple items to an internal
node [27], [36], similar to the height reductionmethod in var-
ious B+ trees. Inspired by this, PHAST proposes the parti-
tioned hierarchical skiplist design (Section 3) and further
solves the concurrency problem caused by grouping.

High Concurrency Control Overhead. While item grouping
can improve locality, it leads to concurrency access conten-
tion because multiple threads may access the same node.
Concurrency is important with ever-increasing core counts
in contemporary server systems. However, most of the
existing PM indexing study does not fully demonstrate the
concurrency because of the complex programming for data
consistency and persistence. For example, NV-Tree [17], wB
+-Tree [16], and WORT [37] do not support concurrent
accesses, while FAST&FAIR [26] and FPTree [18] deploy a
per-node lock to serialize concurrent operations. However,
the coarse-grained lock mechanism introduces extra waiting
overhead when concurrent threads update the same node
simultaneously. BzTree [38] proposes a latch-free indexing
using a Multi-Words Compare And Swap (MWCAS)
instruction [39], but it needs additional resources to allocate
and reclaim MWCAS descriptors. Multi-Version Concur-
rency Control (MVCC) is another strategy for thread-safe
concurrent indexing operations. However, MVCC is not
practical for PM due to the high space consumption and
garbage collection overhead. To keep the superior concur-
rency of traditional skiplists, PHAST proposes a relaxed
rwlock-based concurrency control mechanism (Section 4).

High Write Overhead for Data Consistency in PM. PM has a
lower write bandwidth than DRAM and requires the explic-
itly calling of flush and fence instructions to keep data per-
sistency and consistency. This introduces additional high
write overhead [16], [17]. Many B+ tree based indexing
structures [16], [17], [18], [26], [35] have strived to improve
the throughput by reducing the number of PM writes and
flushes. For skiplist, however, the insertion of a node will
trigger the update of multiple nodes across several layers.
These updates introduce a large number of writes and
flushes, which degrade the performance. To verify this, we
insert 100M KVs with a single thread to an in-DRAM

skiplist and an in-PM skiplist with flush and fence instruc-
tions. After warming up using 50M KVs, we insert the
remaining 50M KVs and record the write time (i.e., create a
new node and install it to layers of linked lists) excluding
the locating time. As shown in Fig. 2b, the in-PM skiplist
delivers a 27� higher write time than the in-DRAM skiplist,
indicating the urgency to reduce the write cost of in-PM
skiplist. Besides, the commonly used approaches to main-
tain data consistency, such as data logging or copy-on-write
(COW), also bring redundant writes for PM-based indexes,
leading to high write overhead. To reduce the write over-
head, PHAST proposes writelock-free concurrent insert
(Section 4.1) and log-free atomic in-place split (Section 4.2)
techniques.

3 PARTITIONED HIERARCHICAL SKIPLIST FOR LOW

HEIGHT AND HIGH LOCALITY

We design PHAST to exploit the capacity advantage of PM
while mitigating the drawbacks of traditional skiplists for
highly concurrent indexing operations. We advocate two
principles: (1) lowering the height of skiplists for fewer ran-
dom accesses when travelling the layers and fewer pointers
to be updated when installing a new node. (2) augmenting
the locality by caching frequent keys and grouping KV pairs
wherever possible in both DRAM and PM.

Fig. 3 provides an overview of PHAST organization. A
PHAST is composed of a hierarchy of three-level components.
At the top level, a PHAST is divided into a set of partitions
based on the prefix bits of keys. Next, each partition is an
augmented skiplist of internal nodes (INodes). Third, each
INode in turn contains a set of pointers to the leaf nodes
(LNodes) in PM. A LNode is the basic unit of KV pairs. Since
DRAM has lower latency and higher throughput than PM,
we adopt the selective persistence strategy [17], [18] to
improve the throughput of PHAST: all LNodes reside in PM
while partitions and INodes are located in DRAM. Partitions
and INodes are volatile and can be reconstructed from the
LNodes in PMupon a failure recovery.

3.1 Prefix-Based Partitioning

PHAST adopts a prefix-based partitioning strategy to divide
the total range of keys. Fig. 3 shows an example of partition-
ing the keys into N (N ¼ 8) partitions based on the first
three bits. This allows a quick decision on the targeted parti-
tion for a key without key comparisons and skiplist traver-
sals. With partitioning, the number of nodes in each
partition is only a part of the total nodes, so the height of
partitions is usually lower than that of the non-partitioned
skiplist. Assuming a uniform distribution of keys and a
probability of 1

2 to increase the height of a skiplist node,

Fig. 1. Diagram for a generic skiplist with 8 nodes.

Fig. 2. (a) Latency with different access patterns in PM. (b) Write over-
head for skiplist in DRAM and PM.

Fig. 3. PHAST: Partitioned hierarchical skiplist with selective persistence.
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using k prefix bits for partitioning can reduce the height of
skiplist by k. This simple prefix-based partitioning embraces
our first principle to achieve lower height, and helps avoid
frequent traversal of many layers of pointers in a monolithic
skiplist. However, for a workload with a skewed key distri-
bution, it can result in uneven partitions, and diminished
benefit when some partitions are much higher than others
(Section 5.4). Thus, the actual number of partitions can be a
tradeoff depending on the actual workload. Also note that
we are not limited to k prefix bits for PHAST partitioning.
These partitioning bits can be a set of consecutive bits any-
where based on the key space and the workload.

3.2 Index Cache

Common indexing data structures, such as B+ trees and
linked lists contain internal nodes that are discontiguous in
memory. Traversing such structures renders the CPU cache
working to be ineffective. Particularly, for skiplists, layers
of pointers and a large number of low-level nodes form a
working set much bigger than the cache size. They can
cause frequent eviction of the recently-accessed search-path
pointers and the much-needed high-level nodes out of the
memory cache. As a reflection of our second design princi-
ple for high locality, we introduce an in-DRAM auxiliary
cache in each partition called Index Cache, which maps maxi-
mal keys (mIKeys in Section 3.3) of a specified skiplist layer
to their corresponding INodes. This cache helps to mitigate
the frequent misses for keys from high-level nodes and
improve memory access performance. All keys in Index
Cache are organized in a contiguous array and sorted in
ascending order to allow fast OðlogðnÞÞ lookup. Considering
an oversized cache could cause large DRAM consumption
and diminished performance benefit, we use a threshold to
control the size of Index Cache. The threshold can be deter-
mined based on the platform parameters (i.e., the available
DRAM capacity) and the workload. In our current design,
we empirically set the threshold as 1MB to achieve a moder-
ate balance between the performance benefit and its space
cost. Besides, PHAST can determine the cached layer based
on the threshold at runtime. If the cache size of the current
layer exceeds the threshold, PHAST will select the above
layer to be cached and replace the old one.

3.3 INode and LNode

In a traditional skiplist, each node stores only one KV pair.
In view of the aforementioned drawbacks of skiplist for
large-scale indexing, we deem that, besides partitioning the
skiplist, it is necessary to exploit more potential from the
node structure to further reduce the height of the skiplist.
On the other hand, we need to retain the advantage of the
skiplist for concurrent accesses and avoid inflicting addi-
tional writing overhead for failure-atomic data consistency
in PM. Thus, we organize each partition into two more lev-
els of units: the individual INodes and the LNodes, as
shown in Fig. 4. Each LNode contains up to 56 KV pairs to
reduce the skiplist height and save the data persistency and
consistency overhead (Section 3.3.2). Each INode manages a
large number of LNodes. A smaller INode reduces the num-
ber of key comparisons and multi-threaded conflicts within
an INode, but it increases the height of PHAST and the

number of INode splits. Based on our experimental analysis
(Section 5.4), we currently empirically configure each INode
to contain 128 LNodes. Together with these components,
each INode manages up to 7168 KV pairs, reducing the
height of the skiplist by nearly 13 (log 27168) levels. Com-
pared to NV-Skiplist [27] that groups multiple (64) key-
value pairs into a single node and PSL [36] that uses B-Tree
like nodes to manage internal nodes, these components can
further reduce the skiplist height. These components work
in concert to support highly concurrent operations at low
write overhead, as will be elaborated in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.

3.3.1 INode

Each INode consists of a header, one array of keys, one
array of shadow bitmap (shadowBM) and another array of
pointers to its constituent LNodes on PM. The header con-
sists of six main fields: the maximal key within the INode
(mIKey), a RWlock (read/write lock) for concurrency con-
trol, the number of levels (nLevels), i.e., the height of the
node, the number of LNodes (nLeaves), the flag indicating
whether the node (INode or LNode) is splitting (isSplit),
and an array of pointers to the next node for each level. The
array of keys contains the maximal key from each LNode
(mLKey). The shadowBM is used to indicate the empty
positions in a LNode for concurrent inserts (Section 4.1).
The beginning location of each LNode is recorded as a leaf
pointer (leafPtr) in the third array. The header and the three
arrays are all 64B aligned for efficient cache line accesses.

3.3.2 LNode

As shown by the bottom half of Fig. 4, each LNode contains
a header followed by a group of KV pairs. The LNode
header consists of a bitmap indicating the valid KV pairs in
the LNode, an array of fingerprints (each 1B), a pointer that
points to the next LNode on PM, and the maximal key
within the LNode (mLKey). The LNode organization is sim-
ilar to the leaf node in FPTree [18]. We make each LNode
contain 56 KV pairs so that its bitmap (8 bytes) and finger-
prints (56 bytes) can be persisted with one cacheline (64
bytes) instruction, reducing the data persistence overhead.
Furthermore, the bitmap can be updated with a single 8-
byte failure-atomic write instruction, saving the data consis-
tency cost. The next pointer and the mLKey are 8B each.

Fig. 4. INode and LNode in PHAST. For clarity, components are not drawn
to the scale of their sizes.
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The Key and Value are 8B each, forming a 16B pair.
Through these fields, the LNode header manages the critical
information to support efficient data persistence and highly
concurrent access to its internal KV pairs.

4 RELAXED RWLOCK-BASED CONCURRENCY

CONTROL

With the proposed hierarchical skiplist structure, multiple
threads may concurrently access the INodes or LNodes,
leading to current write, split, and read contention within
the same node. To keep data consistency and high perfor-
mance, we need efficient concurrency control mechanisms.

We have explored various concurrency strategies in
PHAST and realized that we either need to introduce more
pointers across the hierarchy of INode so that transient
changes can be made atomic through CAS operations, or
we need to protect the splitting INode or LNode within a
transaction or an exclusive lock. The former happens to be
very costly in performance due to many complex changes
to our PHAST design. The transaction approach may be
hardware specific. In our implementation, PHAST opt to use
the read-write lock mechanism (RWLock) but in a more
relaxed approach, such that more operations can be exe-
cuted concurrently.

This relaxed approach is reflected in two aspects. First,
we require each insert thread to acquire a read lock when
there is no splitting, allowing concurrent insert operations,
whereas a typical approach requires each thread to acquire
a write lock that prevents them from being executed concur-
rently. Second, we configure each read thread as lock-free,
allowing concurrent insert-search or split-search operations,
whereas a typical approach requires each thread to hold a
read lock that prevents them from being executed
concurrently.

Algorithm 1 shows the relaxed RWLock-based concur-
rency control mechanism. All operations get the target node
first (Line 1). If the thread is going to insert a KV pair, it
acquires its read lock and check the boundary to get the
right INode if the original target INode has been split (Line
2-8). Then it identifies the LNode by a binary search (Line
9). If the LNode is full, it will release the read lock and
acquire the write lock. To avoid deadlock from the competi-
tion of the write lock, PHAST controls the behavior by isSplit
flag. Only the thread that has successfully performed CAS
is allowed to acquire the write lock, other threads will
release the read lock and go to reinsert (Lines 11-17). The
thread further checks if the INode is full. If so, it splits the
INode to make room for an incoming LNode, otherwise, it
will split the LNode (Line 18-22). After that, the thread will
reset the isSplit flag, and release the write lock. Finally, the
thread can insert the LNode according to the WriteLock-
Free Concurrent Insert (WFCI, Algorithm 2) and release the
read lock (Lines 27-28). Other modification-related opera-
tions will be forwarded to different functions similar to
insert, while searches will be processed by a lock-free search
that we will discuss in Section 4.3.

Based on this RWLock-based concurrency policy, we will
discuss the concurrent insert, split, and search designs
together with consistency-related efforts in the following
three subsections.

Algorithm 1. RWLock-Based Concurrency Control(key,
val, op)

1: INode FindINodeðkeyÞ;
2: if op:IsInsertðÞ then
3: LOC_1: AcquireðINode:ReadLockÞ;
4: while INode:maxLKey < key do "find right INode
5: ReleaseðINode:ReadLockÞ;
6: INode INode:next½0�;
7: AcquireðINode:ReadLockÞ;
8: end while
9: ðLNode; shadowBMÞ  BinarySearchðINode; keyÞ;
10: if LNode:IsFullðÞ then
11: if CASðINode:isSplit; False; TrueÞ then
12: ReleaseðINode:ReadLockÞ;
13: AcquireðINode:WriteLockÞ;
14: else
15: ReleaseðINode:ReadLockÞ;
16: goto LOC 1; "re-insert
17: end if
18: if INode:IsFullðÞ then
19: INodeSplitðÞ; "split INode
20: else
21: LNodeSplitðÞ; "split LNode as Fig. 6
22: end if
23: INode:isSplit False;
24: ReleaseðINode:WriteLockÞ;
25: goto LOC 1; "re-insert
26: end if
27: WFCIðshadowBM;LNode;

key; valÞ; "insert as Algorithm 2
28: ReleaseðINode:ReadLockÞ;
29: else
30: Other Operation; "e.g., read as Algorithm 3
31: end if

4.1 Writelock-Free Concurrent Insert

We design a writelock-free concurrent insert (WFCI) in two
phases to insert KV pairs in the same LNode. The relaxed
RWLock-based mechanism guarantees the insert is per-
formed in a writelock-free way to achieve high concurrency.
The failure-atomic CAS instruction is used to guarantee
data consistency. Algorithm 2 shows the step of the insert
processing. In the first phase, a thread will try to get an
open bit from shadowBM and set it by CAS (Line 2-5). As
the CAS instruction is failure-atomic, only one thread can
succeed and insert the open entry in the LNode. The KV
pair is then inserted to the corresponding entry in the
LNode and persisted to PM via a sequence of CLWB and
SFENCE instructions (Line 6-7). There is no need to persist
shadowBM to PM since it is only used for a thread to locate
the open entry in the LNode. In the second phase, the insert
thread sets the corresponding bit in the default bitmap via
another CAS (Line 9-12). The insert operation is done when
the CAS instruction is executed successfully.

Fig. 5 shows an example of two threads (T1 and T2) per-
forming concurrent insert operations. They first compete
via CAS for Bit 2 (the first available bit) from shadowBM
(SBM). Suppose that T1 wins the race. It then inserts and
persists the KV pair (30, v1), updates the fingerprint, etc. T2
tries CAS again on shadowBM and obtains Bit 3, the next
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available bit. It proceeds with the same instructions to insert
its KV pair (40, v2). Since threads may progress at different
paces, chances of T1 and T2 can arrive at the same time to
update the default bitmap (BM). Suppose T2 wins in the
CAS race on the bitmap. It then sets Bit 3 as 1 on the default
bitmap and marks the KV pair (40, v2) as present. T1 then
tries CAS again on the bitmap and sets Bit 2 as 1 to mark the
presence of (30, v1).

Algorithm 2.WFCI(shadowBM, LNode, key, val): Write-
Lock-Free Concurrent Insert

1: while !LNode:IsFullðÞ do
2: ðoldSBM;newSBMÞ  shadowBM;
3: pos FindFirstZeroðoldSBMÞ;
4: newSBM½pos�  1;
5: if CASðshadowBM; oldSBM;newSBMÞ then
6: LNode:entries½pos�  ðkey; valÞ;
7: PersistðLNode:entries½pos�Þ;
8: while True do
9: ðoldBM; newBMÞ  LNode:bitmap;
10: LNode:fingerprints½pos�  HashðkeyÞ;
11: newBM½pos�  1;
12: if CASðLNode:bitmap; oldBM; newBMÞ then
13: PersistðLNode:bitmapÞ;
14: Break;
15: end if
16: end while
17: Break;
18: end if
19: end while

4.2 Log-Free Atomic In-Place Split

Both INode and LNode have limited room and shall be split
to accommodate more KV pairs. With the relaxed RWLock-
based concurrency control in Section 4, PHAST ensures that
LNodes are split in an exclusive manner, i.e., without inter-
ference by concurrent threads. Since PHAST is a linked list
based data structure, it does not need to balance very often
and deal with the wandering tree problem [40], as com-
monly required for tree based data structures. FAST-
FAIR [26] supports log-free split of its nodes, but it still has
to cope with the wandering tree problem when a new node
triggers the split of parent nodes. In contrast, the simplicity
of skiplist allows us to use log-free splitting in PHAST to

support failure-atomic consistency. Furthermore, we keep
the original full node and generate only one new node in
the split process. Compared to the approaches with two
new nodes [27], [38], such an in-place split manner can
increase memory space utilization and reduce data copy
overhead in the split.

The log-free atomic in-place split is shown in Fig. 6. First,
it allocates a new LNode and copies the larger half KV pairs
and the next pointer in the full LNode to the new LNode.
And then, it changes the next pointer of the full LNode to
the new LNode using an 8-byte atomic write operation. If a
failure occurred previously, the entire system remains con-
sistent because the full LNode is not modified. After that, it
clears the bitmap in the full LNode for the migrated KV
pairs. Finally, it changes the mLKey in the LNode and the
split process is successfully completed. If a failure occurs
after the pointer changes, the system will be in an inconsis-
tent state. However, this inconsistency can be detected and
fixed when two adjacent LNodes are found to have the
same mLKey. The recovery process can complete the split
operation for the two LNodes. The consistency of the system
is then guaranteed.

The split of an INode is a memory-based operation and
has little effect on the data consistency of KV pairs on PM.
First, it will create a new INode and copy the larger half
mLKeys, corresponding leafPtrs and shadowBMs from the
full INode to the new one. Then it sets some metadata infor-
mation, e.g., nLevels, nLeaves, in the new INode. After
installing the new node to the in-memory skiplist, the old
INode’s nLeaves and mIKey will be reset. As the header
information is copied and reset in memory, the processing
is fast.

4.3 Durable Lock-Free Concurrent Search

INode and LNode keep track of the maximal key inside
them as mIKey and mLKey. These two keys need to be
updated when a LNode or INode is split. Without the pro-
tection of an exclusive lock, it is possible that a read thread
observes the two keys not yet properly updated in the mid-
dle of splitting, leading to incorrect search. Instead of using
exclusive locks to prevent a read operation from observing
the transient states, we design durable lock-free concurrent
search without any restriction. The basic idea is to equip the
read threads with the ability to validate the INode or the
LNode twice to ensure that the pertinent INode and LNode
have not changed during the search process.

Fig. 5. An example of concurrent insert operations from two threads, T1
to insert (30, v1) and T2 (40, v2). BM: bitmap; SBM: shadowBM; KV[]:
the array of KV pairs.

Fig. 6. Log-free LNode split for the insertion of key 2.
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Algorithm 3. LockFreeSearch(key): Lock-Free Search the
Target Value From PHAST

1: INode FindINodeðkeyÞ;
2: LOC_1:
3: while INode:mIKey < key do
4: INode INode:next½0�;
5: end while
6: LNode SequentialSearchðINode; keyÞ;
7: while LNode:mLKey < key do
8: LNode LNode:next;
9: end while
10: bitmap LNode:bitmap;mLKey LNode:mLKey;
11: for each occupied position i in bitmap do
12: if LNode:fingerprints½i� ¼¼ HashðkeyÞ &&

LNode:entries½i�:key ¼¼ key then
13: value LNode:entries½i�:value;
14: Break;
15: end if
16: end for
17: if INode:isSplit or mLKey! ¼ LNode:mLKey then
18: goto LOC 1;
19: end if
20: Return value;

Algorithm 3 shows the design of the lock-free concurrent
search scheme. To search a key from PHAST, a thread first
gets an INode from the index cache. Because of potential
transient inconsistencies between INode and the index
cache, the thread will try to validate if its mIKey is still
larger than the requested key. If mIKey is no longer larger
than the requested key, the thread is going to probe the next
INode until it finds the right INode (Line 1-5). It then
obtains the right LNode by searching the mLKey array
(Line 6). Since the mLkey array is updated by shifting the
keys, the thread sequentially searches the mLKey array to
obtain the LNode. It then validates the boundary key
(mLKey) to detect whether a split has updated the mLKey
array and results in a stale view to the search thread. If this
LNode is stale, this thread will probe the next one to attain
the correct LNode (Line 7-9). To prevent the interference
from inserts, this thread makes a copy of the bitmap and
then traverses the occupied position within it (Line 10-16).
If this LNode is not splitting (the isSplit flag is false) and no
transient changes (the mLKey has not changed) are
detected, the retrieved KV pair is valid and can be correctly
returned. Otherwise, this search thread has to restart the
process from LOC_1 (Line 17-19).

4.4 Other Operations

Update and Delete. Other write operations (i.e., update and
delete) are simple variations to insert. For an update, PHAST
only needs to persist the targeted value in the LNode using
an 8-byte atomic write. For a delete, PHAST first checks
whether the KV pair can be found in a LNode. If found,
PHAST sets the corresponding key as invalid (MAX_UINT64
in our implementation). We do not clear the bit in the bit-
map because this may result in the transient change of the
bitmap, which cannot be observed by the lock-free search.
The entries marked for deletion will be reclaimed during
splitting.

Scan. The scan operation is much complex with the lock-
free method since the split of LNodes will migrate some
entries to the new LNode. The KV pairs retrieved from the
new LNode could be redundant with the old one which will
cause inconsistent views to the scan thread. Besides, the
requested key range may cross several LNodes, the com-
pelled rescan operation will bring high overhead when
observing the transient states. Therefore, PHAST still adopts
the traditional read lock in scan operations.

Index Cache Update. The index cache is a small cache of
keys in DRAM designed to expedite the lookup of INodes.
The addition of INodes at the lower levels will create stale
entries in the index cache, resulting in more cache misses.
While such misses can get resolved through the durable
lock-free concurrent search scheme, it is still important to
synchronize the index cache with the latest additions to bet-
ter exploit its caching strength. However, concurrent read/
write threads can access the index cache at the same time.
Considering the lower frequency of adding INodes, PHAST
adopts MVCC (Multi-Version Concurrency Control) to syn-
chronize the index cache for concurrent threads. When sev-
eral threads with additional INodes need to update the
index cache, each will copy and modify the original index
cache. Then they compete to install their copy as the latest
index cache via an atomic CAS operation. One of them will
succeed and the others have to retry.

Parallel Recovery. Partitions and INodes reside in DRAM
and will be lost upon a power or system failure. While the
physical KV pairs can be retrieved from the LNodes, a flat
linked list of LNodes is insufficient to reconstruct this hier-
archy efficiently, because it can force serialization of recon-
struction due to the sequential traversal of LNode pointers.
To support orderly and expedient construction of PHAST,
we initialize an array of partition pointers on PM when
PHAST is first created, shown as “Master” in Fig. 3. Each
pointer is used to locate the beginning LNode of a partition.
With the Master, each thread can proceed in parallel to
reconstruct the INodes based on its constituent LNodes.
Our reconstruction also performs a sanity validation on the
recovered hierarchical structures, such as recalculation of
fingerprints for all KV pairs, and the metadata consistency
of LNode headers, INode headers and Index caches.

To avoid persistent memory leakage, we leverage exist-
ing PM atomic allocators from PMDK [41] to reclaim
unused objects. PMDK creates a pool when the program
starts running and allocates objects from the pool. During
the recovery, we can get the allocated objects by scanning
the whole pool and release the objects that are not added to
linked lists of LNodes.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup

System Configurations. Our experiments run on a server with
two Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs. Each CPU has 40 logical
cores, 27.5 MB L3 cache, 64 GB DDR4 DRAM, and two Intel
Optane DCPMMs (256GB in total). The OS is Ubuntu-18.04.
Every pair of PMMs attached to a CPU is configured to be a
single 256 GB namespace in App Direct mode, and is
mounted with ext4-dax file system. To avoid NUMA effects,
we perform all experiments on one CPU by pinning threads
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to a NUMA node accessing the local PMMs. All objects on
PM are allocated by libpmemobj of PMDK [41] and persisted
by the pmemobj_persist function. The real bandwidth and
latency of the DRAM and PM devices in our hardware plat-
form are listed in Table 1 of Section 2.1.

Comparisons and Configurations. We compare PHAST with
the state-of-the-art indexing structures for PM: NV-Skip-
list [27], wB+-Tree [16], FPTree [18], FAST-FAIR [26], and
WORT [37]. These indexing structures use different strategies
to trade-off among structure height, access locality, persis-
tence overhead, and access concurrency. In the experiments,
we use the following default parameters reported in the
related paper to configure each indexing structure. For NV-
Skiplist, the number of KV pairs in each leaf node is 64. For
wB+-Tree, FPTree, and FAST-FAIR, their fanouts of the inter-
nal node are 7, 256, and 30, respectively. Accordingly, the
number of KV pairs in their leaf nodes is 7, 64 and 30, respec-
tively. For WORT, the fanouts of the internal and leaf node
are 16 and 1, respectively. For PHAST, the number of partitions
is 128 and the size threshold of Index Cache is 1MB. Each
INode contains 128 LNodes and each LNode contains 56 KV
pairs. For all tests, both the key and value sizes are 8B. To
show the performance benefits from the partitioned hierarchi-
cal skiplist structure, we implement PHAST in a single-
threaded version without concurrency-control fields includ-
ing RWLock and shadowBM. To verify the effectiveness of
the relaxed concurrency control mechanism, we also imple-
ment a concurrent version of PHAST with all structural fields
enabled (Section 3.3.1).

5.2 Single-Threaded Performance

Microbenchmarks. We evaluate PHAST using microbe-
nchmarks with keys and values in a uniform distribution.
For insert tests, we first randomly insert 50M entries to
warm up the structures and then measure the throughput
for inserting the next 50M entries. For other tests, we mea-
sure the throughput for 50M random searches/updates/
scans on a KV store with 100M entries. The scan tests are
configured to retrieve 50 entries from a start key. Fig. 7
shows the single-threaded throughput.

For insert operations, PHAST has the best performance
that outperforms NV-Skiplist, wB+-Tree, FPTree, FAST-
FAIR, and WORT, by 2.56�, 3.76�, 1.33�, 1.61�, and 4.05�,
respectively. PHAST delivers the best throughput because it
has better search and data persistence performance owing
to its lower height, higher locality, and log-free persistence
technique. An insert operation incurs the leaf node search-
ing time (LeafSearch), the entry writing time in the leaf
node (EntryWrite), and the data persistence time (Flush). As
shown in Fig. 8a, PHAST cuts off much of the LeafSearch
time and the Flush time. Because of the different number of

entries in leaf nodes, PHAST takes a longer EntryWrite time
compared to FAST-FAIR but similar to FPTree. WORT has
the longest EntryWrite time because it has the samllest leaf
node (i.e., one KV pair) which results in more object alloca-
tions from PMDK and persistence overhead.

For search operations, PHAST outperforms FPTree, FAST-
FAIR, NV-Skiplist and wB+-Tree by 1.22�, 1.30�, 2.42� and
2.87�, respectively. PHAST gets high throughput owing to the
use of the index cache to improve locality. To verify this, we
evaluate the Insert and Search throughputs of PHAST with
and without the index cache. As Fig. 8b shows, although the
index cache slightly degrades the insert throughput by 3.1%
because of index synchronization (Section 4.4), it increases the
search throughput by 13.8%.We also note thatWORT has the
best search throughput because it does not need comparisons
of keys during searching. For update operations, they require
additional KV write and CLWB operations compared to
search operations. Thus the throughputs are generally lower
than those of the search operations.

For scan operations, PHAST outperforms NV-Skiplist and
wB+-Tree because of its fast search performance. PHAST is
slower than FAST-FAIR because it has more unsorted keys
in the LNode, while keys in the leaf node of FAST-FAIR are
sorted. The performance of FPTree and PHAST is lower than
FAST-FAIR by 29.0% and 33.0% respectively. However,
keeping the ordering of entries will offset FAST-FAIR’s
insert performance, as previously shown. We also note that
PHAST is comparable to FPTree because they both have a
similar size of leaf nodes and need to sort KVs when return-
ing to the client.

Note that we do not report the search and scan through-
puts of WORT in Fig. 7 because the released code of WORT
does not support such operations. In addition, WORT has
shown much lower scan throughput compared to wB+ Tree
and FPTree [37]. Due to these reasons, we exclude WORT
from the rest of the evaluation.

YCSB-Benchmark.We then evaluate PHAST using YCSB [42]
macrobenchmarks, including six default workloads as listed
in Table 2. For the Load workload, we insert 100M entries as
generated by YCSB in its load phase andmeasure the through-
put. Thenwemeasure the performance of all workloads using
50M entries in run phase.

Similar to previous microbenchmark tests, Fig. 9 shows
PHAST delivers an overall better throughput compared to
other index structures. For Load, PHAST outperforms NV-
Skiplist and FPTree by 3.27� and 1.38�, respectively. Note
that Workloads A, B, C, and F in YCSB have a skewed distri-
bution of keys. PHAST also achieves the highest performance
for these workloads. In the scan-dominated workload E,
PHAST has a better performance than NV-Skiplist and wB
+-Tree, but is slower than FPTree and FAST-FAIR.

Fig. 7. Microbenchmark single-threaded performance.
Fig. 8. Insert latency breakdown and the effects of index cache.
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Fig. 10 shows the CDF of tail latencies of different index-
ing structures under different YCSB workloads. YCSB
workloads have similar patterns in terms of tail latency.
Thus we only show the results of Workload C and Load,
which have 100% search and insert operations, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 10a, FPTree delivers better tail latencies
than PHAST, for up to 97.5% of the operations. Beyond that,
its tail latency degrades rapidly, and becomes much worse
than PHAST. This is because the log-free design of PHAST
can largely reduce persistence overhead in slot splitting and
thus helps tail latency and the overall throughput. For
Workload C, Fig. 10b shows that PHAST achieves better tail
latencies than all other schemes. This demonstrates that the
design of PHAST with low height and high locality is effec-
tive to improve the access speed of skiplists.

5.3 Concurrency Performance

For concurrent tests, we compare PHAST only with FAST-
FAIR because (1) NV-Skiplist does not focus on concurrency
and its released code does not work for concurrent opera-
tions; (2) FAST-FAIR has shown its much higher perfor-
mance than FPTree and wB+-Tree for concurrent operations
in the evaluation results [26].

Microbenchmarks. We evaluate PHAST by expanding the
benchmark to a concurrent version. We use three work-
loads: Insert, Search, and Mixed, similar to the test of FAST-
FAIR. For the Insert workload, we first perform 50M inserts
to warm up the indexing structures, then all threads evenly
share 50M entries and insert them concurrently. We record
the time until all threads finish their loads. In Search work-
load, each scheme performs 50M search operations in 100M
entries. These 50M search operations are also evenly
divided among threads. For the Mixed workload, we also
warm up the store with 50M entries, then perform 50M
inserts and 200M searches using concurrent threads. All KV
pairs are generated via a uniform distribution.

Fig. 11a shows PHAST outperforms FAST-FAIR by up to
1.56� in inserts, and both PHAST and FAST-FAIR gain the best
throughput around 16 threads. PHAST’s superiority comes

from our WFCI technique allowing concurrent insert opera-
tions and does not have the cost of balancing a tree, while
FAST-FAIR uses an exclusive lock (write lock in its implemen-
tation) to synchronizemultiple inserts of a leaf node.

Fig. 11b shows PHAST outperforms FAST-FAIR signifi-
cantly for concurrent search, from 1.33� (1 thread) to 2.62�
(32 threads). This is because PHAST benefits from the grouping
keys strategy and the index cache to achieve better memory
access locality, while FAST-FAIR has to dereference address
pointers and incur more last level cache (LLC) misses. We
have examined the LLC cache misses using the perf tool [43].
Fig. 11d shows LLC miss ratios with a varying number of
threads. The actual number of misses in millions is provided
on top of each bar. The result shows FAST-FAIR’s miss ratio
is higher and the miss count is almost the double that of
PHAST’s. This indicates FAST-FAIR incurs more LLC cache
misses, degrading its average search performance.

Fig. 11c shows PHAST also performs better than FAST-
FAIR for the read/write mixed workload by up to 1.59�
with 32 threads. Besides, the comparison between the two is
similar in pattern like that of the Insert workload. The rea-
son is that both PHAST and FAST-FAIR support lock-free
search and perform similarly for search operations. Thus,
for the mixed workload, the performance difference from
their insert operations dominates over the difference from
the search operations.

YCSB-Benchmark. We also evaluate the concurrency per-
formance using multi-threaded YCSB workloads, compa-
ring PHAST with FAST-FAIR. Due to the limit of the space,
we only show Load, Workload A, andWorkload C here. The
experimental configurations are the same as the single-

TABLE 2
YCSB Workloads

Workload Operations Distribution

LOAD 100% insert uniform
A 50% read, 50% update zipfian
B 95% read, 5% update zipfian
C 100% read zipfian
D 5% insert, 95% read latest
E 5% insert, 95% scan zipfian
F 50% read, 50% read-modify-write zipfian

Fig. 9. YCSB single-threaded performance.

Fig. 10. Tail latency for single-threaded YCSB workloads.

Fig. 11. Microbenchmark concurrency performance.
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threaded YCSB tests except that, for each workload, the total
number of operations is evenly divided among all the
threads.

As shown in Figs. 12a, 12c, and 12e, PHAST outperforms
FAST-FAIR for Load, Workloads A and C by up to 1.49�,
1.90�, and 2.40�, respectively. The relative performance
gains are higher than those from the single-threaded YCSB
tests. As we mentioned before, PHAST gets benefits from
WFCI in concurrent inserts and a lower height which results
in a better insert performance. Workloads A and C both
benefit from PHAST’s efficient lock-free concurrent search.
PHAST’s performance in Workload A is not as good as it in
Workload C, this is because updates require an additional
persistent operation. Also, note that the throughput of
PHAST scales well with an increasing number of threads
while the throughput of FAST-FAIR is getting to be satu-
rated around 16 threads in Workload A and C.

We have analyzed the distribution of tail latency from the
multi-threaded YCSB tests. We use a suffix to denote differ-
ent numbers of threads. As shown in Figs. 12b, 12d, and 12f,
PHAST-2 represents the distribution of tail latency for PHAST
with 2 threads. In Load, PHAST achieves better tail latencies
than FAST-FAIR in 2 threads and 16 threads respectively.
This is because PHAST benefits from our WFCI technique for
concurrent inserts while threads in FAST-FAIR have to
compete for the exclusive clock, resulting in longer tail
latencies. With FAST-FAIR, the tail latency gets increased
sharply when we increase the number of threads from 2 to
16. This is because of the intense competition from multiple
threads on the exclusive lock.

For search-dominated Workload C, Fig. 12f shows that
PHAST and FAST-FAIR have similar tail latencies for up to

30% operations. Beyond 30%, the latency quickly increases
due to the cache misses. Note that the tail latency of PHAST
scales gracefully with 16 threads, compared to the same for
FAST-FAIR. This is because PHAST incurs much fewer num-
ber of LLC cache misses for search operations (see Fig. 11d)
and its lock-free search scheme. For Workload A, due to
50% update operations, PHAST’s superiority is not as much
Workload C, but the latency is still better than FAST-FAIR
in both 2 and 16 threads.

5.4 Other Tests

INode Size Impact. The INode size (i.e., the number of LNo-
des in an INode) impacts both the search and insert perfor-
mance. Specifically, a smaller INode reduces the number of
key comparisons and multi-threaded conflicts within an
INode, while a larger INode can lower the height of PHAST
and reduce the number of INode splits. Fig. 13 shows the
performance of PHAST when executing concurrent tests
with various INode sizes. The experimental setting is the
same as the microbenchmark test in Section 5.3 except that
we vary the number of LNodes among 32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
and 1024. We can find both search and insert throughput
decrease significantly when the number of LNodes is
greater than 256. For searches, PHAST gets the highest
throughput with 64 or 128 LNodes. For inserts, the highest
throughput is achieved at 128 or 256 LNodes. To obtain
moderate performance for both search and insert opera-
tions, we empirically set the number of LNodes to 128.

LNode Size Impact. The LNode size (i.e., the number of
KVs in an LNode) is associated with the data persistence
and consistency overhead. To study the impact of LNode
sizes, we fix the INode size to 128 and vary the LNode size
among 16, 32, 56, and 64. Fig. 14 shows the normalized
throughput for the insert operation in the microbenchmark.
We can find that, when the size is smaller than 56, the
throughput increases linearly as the size increases. This is
because a larger LNode triggers fewer splits, resulting in
less write and flushing time. However, when the size is
larger than 56, the bitmap and fingerprints can not be com-
pressed in one cache line thus need extra cache line flushes,
leading to performance degradation. Therefore, we set the
LNode size to 56 to achieve the best performance.

Fig. 12. YCSB concurrency performance.

Fig. 13. Performance with different INode sizes.
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Partition Number Impact. To avoid the bias from the parti-
tioning design and index cache, we design an extreme
workload to populate the skiplist with a distribution that all
keys are distributed to 1% key space out of 100M keys. This
makes only one partition take effect in PHAST. The subse-
quent operations are randomly distributed upon the
skewed keys, as the tests in Fig. 7. Fig. 15a shows that the
throughput of all schemes declines, but PHAST still has the
best performance in all operations. PHAST outperforms
FPTree (the second best one) by 1.18�, 1.07�, and 1.07� in
insert, search and update, respectively.

Large Dataset. Fig. 15b shows the single-threaded
throughput with a dataset of one billion KVs. The experi-
mental configurations are the same with Fig. 7 except that
we populate the indexing structure with a larger dataset.
Compared to Fig. 7, the absolute throughput is dropped for
all the index structures, but the relative superiority is not
changed. In insert workload, PHAST outperforms FPTree
and FAST-FAIR by 1.15� and 1.56�. By leveraging index
cache, PHAST still superiors to FPTree and FAST-FAIR in
search and update workloads by 1.26� and 1.61�, 1.16�
and 1.41�, respectively.

Variable-Size Values. Same to prior works [16], [17], [18],
PHAST can use indirection pointers to support variable-size
KVs. That is, the index structure only contains pointers,
which refer to the locations of actual variable-size keys or
values stored in extra data areas. Fig. 15c shows the results
of the variable-size values with microbenchmarks under a
single thread. The values are randomly generated with sizes
between 8 to 256 bytes. We can find the performance degra-
dation for all the indexes because such an approach brings
additional pointer chasing overhead. In addition, more PM
writes and flush instructions are needed to persist both the
indirection pointers and actual KVs. However, it does not
affect the advantages of PHAST over other indexes. PHAST
still outperforms other indexes by up to 1.51� for insert
operations and 2.65� for search operations.

Recovery Time. Fig. 15d shows the recovery time of PHAST
with 100M entries. No comparisons have been provided
because the released code packages for NV-Skiplist, wB
+-Tree, FPTree, and FAST-FAIR do not support recovery.

With an increasing number of threads, the recovery time
goes down gradually until the reconstruction speed is
nearly saturated from 16 threads and beyond. The recovery
time is reduced by more than 8� from 1 thread to 16
threads, demonstrating that PHAST’s structural hierarchy is
well organized for expedient parallel recovery.

DRAM Consumption. With the hierarchical design, PHAST
can significantly reduce the number of INodes, thus reduc-
ing the DRAM consumption. Table 3 shows the DRAM foot-
print of INodes for a generic skiplist (Skiplist, only bottom-
layer nodes on PM), NV-Skiplist, and PHAST (according to
the configuration in Section 5.1). The INode of the Skiplist
and NV-Skiplist consists of a key (8B), a child pointer (8B),
and the forward pointers (8*dlog 2ðNÞe, where N is the num-
ber of INodes). PHAST has the metadata information (3096B
according to the Fig. 4) and the same forward pointers
(8*dlog 2ðNÞe). For 100M KV pairs, the DRAM consumption
is 10.4 GiB, 365.5 MiB, and 76.1MiB for Skiplist, NV-Skiplist,
and PHAST, respectively. These results show that PHAST has
the lowest DRAM overhead of storing INodes. PHAST also
brings additional DRAM overhead in the index cache. Its
size is linearly related to the number of INodes and can be
calculated as N � 16B. For 100M KV pairs, the index cache
size is 0.38 MiB, which is acceptable.

6 RELATED WORK

Skiplists. Fomitchev et al. [44] add a marker and pointer in
leaf nodes of singly-linked lists to improve deletion concur-
rency. But it focuses inter-node concurrency while PHAST
on intra-node concurrency. Crain et al. [45] boost insert con-
currency in internal nodes by delaying the raising of them
and using a specified thread to promote them later. PSL [36]
enhances skiplist locality by grouping multiple entries in
index nodes and leverages single instruction multiple data
to perform parallel traversal. S3 [46] introduces an addi-
tional indexing layer to boost search performance and stores
two unordered keys in one leaf node to optimize write effi-
ciency. All these works are designed for DRAM memory.
NV-Skiplist [27] is the skiplist designed for PM. It groups

Fig. 14. Insert performance with different LNode sizes.

Fig. 15. Performance for other tests. (a) One partition test using skewed distribution. (b) Large dataset test with 1 billion entries. (c) Varying the size of
value from 8 bytes to 256 bytes. (d) Recovery time with 100M entries.

TABLE 3
INode Footprint WithM KV Pairs,N Denotes the Number of

INodes

# of INodes INode Size (Bytes)

Skiplist dM2 e 16þ 8 � dlog 2ðNÞe
NV-Skiplist d M

0:75�64e 16þ 8 � dlog 2ðNÞe
PHAST d M

0:75�56�0:75�128e 3096þ 8 � dlog 2ðNÞe
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multiple keys in one leaf node and uses log-free persistence
approach. However, NV-Skiplist creates two new LNodes
in splits whereas PHAST generates only one. Besides, PHAST
uses new index structure and concurrency techniques to
further improve performance.

Other Persistent Indexing Structures. wB+-Tree [16] stores
both internal and leaf nodes on PM, but it relies on costly
undo-redo logs when a split occurs. NV-Tree [17] stores its
internal nodes in DRAM and the leaf nodes on PM, but all
internal nodes are stored in consecutive memory blocks,
leading to costly rebuilds when an internal node overflows.
FPTree [18] also only stores leaf nodes on PM. WORT [37] is
a radix tree and adopts costly copy-on-write for both merge
and split of nodes. David et al. [47] propose three log-free
techniques for concurrent data structures to reduce consis-
tency overhead. RECIPE [48] explores the crash consistency
principle to convert in-memory indexes to in-PM indexes.
But RECIPE requires some conditions and can’t apply to
PHAST. FAST-FAIR [26] proposes failure-atomic shifts and
failure-atomic in-place rebalancing to reduce cache line
flushes in data persistence. Its KV pairs in the leaf nodes are
ordered, leading to high write overhead. LB+-Tree [35] per-
forms more word writes in a cache line to reduce cache line
flushes and keeps the node size 256B-aligned to best utilizes
3D XPoint’s internal bandwidth. These techniques are com-
plementary to PHAST.

Concurrent Indexing Structures. There are three main strat-
egies for concurrent indexing operations, lock-based solu-
tions [26], [27], multi-version concurrency control [17], [49],
and lock-free compare-and-swap [50] or LL/SC implemen-
tations. FPTree [18] employs hardware transnational mem-
ory to handle the concurrency of in-memory internal nodes
and fine-grained locks for in-PM leaf nodes. Non-blocking
implementations of indexing structures have been provided
for various lists and trees [51], [52], [53]. PALM [50] per-
forms batched index operations in an atomic manner on
lock-free concurrent B+ trees. FAST-FAIR [26] uses lock-free
read transactions to allow read operations to happen during
concurrent writes. But it restricts read queries to proceed in
a specified order. In addition, FAST-FAIR does not support
lock-free write operations. In contrast, PHAST performs
writelock-free concurrent inserts, lock-free concurrent
searches, and log-free split operations.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the design and implementation of
a high-performance skiplist, PHAST, which leverages persis-
tent memory to tackle the memory overhead and boost
indexing performance. PHAST consists of equipped techni-
ques including writelock-free concurrent insert and log-free
atomic split for fast write operations and durable lock-free
concurrent search for highly concurrent read operations.
Our results show that PHAST efficiently reduces indexing
overhead and outperforms other indexing schemes for a
wide range of operations with high concurrency.
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